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Ship recycling feels impact of credit restrictions and
currency turbulence
Demolition sales are now dominated by ‘as is’ basis deals, with cash buyers taking delivery far
from subcontinental breakers yards

by  robert.willmington@informa.com

Upturn anticipated in scrapping sales amid falling freight rates for dry cargo and containership sectors

SHIP recycling volumes continue to be limited by a lack of scrapping candidates, while currency restrictions
leave several major breaking facilities in the Indian sub-continent bereft of vessels to demolish.  

Most deals over the past two weeks were arranged on an ‘as is’ basis to cash buyers with delivery at ports
distant from major recycling centres.

“There is no straight answer to why this is, but sellers are taking a conservative approach,” said Vagelis
Chatzigiannis, senior trader at cash buyer GMS.

“They know that the recycling market is quite unstable currently due to �nancial restrictions and limits on
letters of credit. Sellers are trying to mitigate the potential risk that a deal may not be performed at the
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recycling country or delivery port due to circumstances out of their control.

“For example, we have recently seen Bangladesh imposing restrictions on letter of credit limits of $3m in an
effort of the government to withhold out�ow of US dollars from the country.”  

Nick Walker, a regulatory partner at London-based law �rm Watson Farley & Williams, said the proliferation
of ‘as is’ deals would not free sellers from any obligation to comply with environmental laws.

"Cash buyers are often used as an intermediary between the shipowner and the recycling yard, but the seller
still has legal obligations once it has decided to scrap a vessel and, even where there are no speci�c
obligations, there are potential risks to its reputation,” he said.

“If the vessel is being sold for scrapping it is a waste, and must be treated as such. Sale on an ‘as
is’ basis does not allow the owner to escape its link with the disposal of the vessel; even if EU law does not
apply, the seller can and should specify that the vessel can only be recycled at a Hong Kong Convention-
certi�ed facility.

“If provisions around safe and lawful disposal are resisted, the seller is taking a risk that the vessel will be
recycled in a way that is harmful to human health and the environment. It is important that owners
remember their environmental responsibilities don’t necessarily end at the point of sale.”

Lucrative freight rates across the containership, tanker and dry bulk sectors for the �rst seven months of
2022 limited demolition sales.

“We have not seen recycling markets as dormant for many a year as shipowners opt to continue trading
rather than getting rid of their older assets,” said cash buyer GMS in a recent report.

“As dry cargo and container rates continue to cool off, it may be that we see a few more vessels from these
sectors before the year is out.

“Tankers have seen a remarkable turnaround of late after years in the doldrums. The main supply of tankers
that we have seen come for recycling over the past few years is therefore likely to dry up for the foreseeable
future.”

Prices remain stationary, at or just below the $600 per LDT threshold although there are still dif�culties in
getting vessels sold delivered into Pakistan, due to a constantly depreciating currency, market sources told
Lloyd’s List.

Around 5.2m gross tonnes of ships were sold for scrap between January and August this year compared to
almost 10m gross tonnes during the same period in 2021, according to Lloyd's List Intelligence data.

As such, numerous plots in Bangladesh are empty, while no vessel has arrived on Pakistan beaches in almost
two months. 

Recent reported sales include KG Maritime’s 23-year-old panamax bulk carrier KG Asia (IMO: 9190377), which
was said by brokers to have been sold on an ‘as is’ basis with delivery in South Korea at an undisclosed price.

Indonesia’s P.T. Tanto Intim Line has sold the handymax bulker Lumoso Karunia (IMO: 9009152). This 32-year-old

ship was sold for $592 per light displacement tonne, also on an as-is basis, with handover to buyers in
Singapore.       

Tankers sold included Altera’s 93,000 dwt shuttle tanker Petronordic (IMO: 9233806). The 2002-built vessel was

committed to Turkish breakers, with no price reported. 

Hongkong Hanxing sold the 31-year-old, 6,300 dwt, chemical tanker Dawn Luck (IMO: 9004097) to Bangladesh
breakers for $672 per LDT. This relatively high price is re�ected by this vessel's zinc coated cargo tanks. 
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Demolition average pricing since 2008  
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